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A Premier Business and Exploration Event

APPEX 2020 provided good exposure for Canadian 
companies.
• Many visitors unaware of Canada’s broad global E&P footprint
• Interest in the application of Canadian technologies

Although attendance was down this year due to the 
impact of CoVid-19 on travel, there were 35 exhibitors 
and over 300 attendees.



A Premier Business and Exploration Event

CGEF was provided excellent booth 
space free of charge via its MOU with 
AAPG.

CGEF met with over 50 visitors at
the CGEF booth, plus several more 
attendees during networking sessions 
and follow-up discussions w/ 
speakers.

CGEF’s direct contact with companies 
and international organizations 
enabled important dialog with 
Canadian companies.



The Conference Program

The program included 31 speakers covering reviews of 
global exploration, M&A activity, available E&P 
opportunities, price and demand forecasts and 
investment outlooks. 

https://appex.aapg.org/2020/program/program#program_item_55918

https://appex.aapg.org/2020/program/program#program_item_55918


The Conference Program

The slides for the 2020 APPEX Program will
be made available online in the near future.

The presentations from past  APPEX conferences
are available now for review online.

https://appex.aapg.org/2020/program/program

https://appex.aapg.org/2020/program/program


Conference Program Highlights

A through review of 2019 worldwide
E&P results and the value generated 

Financial overview of E&P deals; their value
and where they are located

Exploration overview of the Atlantic conjugate
margin; trends and insights

These are but a few of the many excellent papers 
presented at APPEX 2020



Conference Program Highlights

Review of Brazil Round 17 and prospectively
of frontier basins and blocks

A selection of opportunities in Africa, FSU,
North Sea and South America

A selection of opportunities in Peru, Colombia
and Bolivia

These are but a few of the many excellent papers 
presented at APPEX 2020



CGEF Highlighted Canadian Companies

CGEF called attention to the activity of Canadian E&P companies 
and their global footprint.



CGEF Highlighted Canadian Companies

Canadian service companies and Canada Trade Commissioners have 
a global footprint as well.



Focus on Networking

The 2020 CGEF Conference was promoted, which drew interest 
from companies featuring E&P deals, foreign governments and 

the investment community. 



Focus on Networking

The 2020 Global Energy Market sessions at the Global Energy 
Show were promoted to draw additional attention to the 

opportunity to work with Canadian E&P companies. 



Networking is Critical

It’s time to go global. The opportunities are out there, but 
you can’t wait for your ship to come in; you have to swim out 

to meet it.



Summary

• Despite growing concerns regarding Covid-19, the conference 
was well attended and generated a lot of interest in  working 
with Canadian Companies.

• CGEF provided one-on-one information to approximately 100 
people, including booth visitors and contacts as networking 
sessions.

• The best ways to glean benefit from this report are to:
• Review presentations on the APPEX website

• Contact speakers directly

• Contact CGEF attendees regarding your areas of interest and possible 
follow-up discussions.


